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Abstract: Multi-car elevator (MCE for short) systems have
been receiving increasing attention these days. An MCE has
two or more cars in one shaft. It is difficult to control MCEs
by using algorithms developed for single-car elevator sys-
tems, because MCEs need to avoid collision of the cars of the
same shaft. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to control
MCE systems, and show the effectiveness of our algorithm
through computer simulation.

1. Introduction

Nowadays there are two or more elevators in a building.
Those elevators are usually controlled as a group to increase
the total transportation power. This is called group control.
Several algorithms for group control have been proposed. In-
amoto et al.[1] have applied a branch-and-bound method to
group control. Eguchi et al.[2] have optimized a group con-
troller by genetic network programming.

In addition to single-car elevators (SCE for short), new el-
evators has been proposed such as double-deck and multi-car.
Multi-car elevator (MCE for short) systems have been receiv-
ing increasing attention these days. An MCE has two or more
cars in one shaft. It is difficult to control MCEs by using al-
gorithms developed for SCEs, because MCEs need to avoid
collision of the cars of the same shaft.

A few algorithms have been proposed for MCE systems.
Suzuki et al.[3] have applied genetic algorithm to the opti-
mization of control rules for MCEs. Shiraishi et al.[4] have
proposed an adaptive control technique for MCEs by adopting
learning automatons. Ikeda et al.[5] have applied evolutionary
multi-objective optimization to design of an MCE controller.

In this paper, we formalize group control for MCEs as a
problem, and give a solution of this problem, i.e. an algorithm
for MCE group control.

2. Problem

An MCE system (see Fig. 1) is composed of the following.
• Cars
• Shafts: A car is fixed to one shaft, and cannot pass an-

other car.
• Floors: The first floor, which has the doorway of the sys-

tem, is called the terminal floor. Floors higher than the
terminal floor are called general floors. A general floor
with more hall calls than the others is called a special
floor. Floors lower than the terminal floor are called

 Shaft

General floors
(2nd-30th floors)

Special floor

Terminal floor
(1st floor)

Garage floors

Car

Figure 1. An example of MCE systems, which has 4 shafts, 3
cars per shaft, and 30 floors, i.e. 4S3C30F .

garage floors, which enable all cars to process hall calls
to/from the terminal floor.

The MCE system with x shafts, y cars per shaft, and z
floors is denoted by xSyCzF . xSyCzF has (y−1) garage
floors. Figure 1 shows 4S3C30F .

A hall call occurs when persons call a car. If n persons call
a car to move from the s-th floor to the d-th floor at time t, its
hall call is denoted by (t, s, d, n). The s-th and d-th floors
are called start and destination floors, respectively. Hall calls
statistically occur according to the following traffic patterns.

• Up-peak: The hall calls from the terminal floor account
for 90% of all hall calls.

• Down-peak: The hall calls to the terminal floor account
for 90% of all hall calls.

• Special floor: The hall calls from/to the special floors
account for 90% of all hall calls.

• Ordinary: Hall calls occur randomly.

The controller of MCE xSyCzF is composed of one
group controller, (x×y) car controllers and x shaft con-
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trollers. The group controller assigns a hall call to a car con-
troller. According to this assignment, the car controller drives
the car in charge. The group controller can also give the fol-
lowing commands to a car controller in order to improve the
total performance.

• Assignment of a pseudo call: The car controller immedi-
ately move the car in charge independent of the assigned
hall calls.

• Prolongation of stop time: The car controller keeps the
car stop.

A shaft controller checks the possibility of collision among
the cars in charge. If there is the possibility of collision, the
shaft controller orders the car controllers to prevent the colli-
sion.

We formalize MCE group control as the following prob-
lem.

Definition 1 (MCE group control problem) Minimize the
average service completion time for the hall calls occurring
between 1 [sec] to 5400 [sec] in simulation subject to the fol-
lowing.

• Events occur at time 1, 2, 3, · · · [sec].
• The specification of MCE xSyCzF is as follows:

x=3, 4, · · · , 8, y=2, 3, · · · , 5, and z=10, 11, · · · , 50.
• The scheduling policy of car controllers is as follows.
– A car moves from the start floor to the destination floor

via the shortest path, except the detours by pseudo
calls.

– A car skips the floor which persons only ride in if the
car is a capacity crowd. �

This problem was used in the CST Solution Competition
2007 [6]. For the detail of the problem, refer to the web site
of the competition [7].

3. Algorithm

We proposed an algorithm to solve the above problem,
which was the most excellent of ones proposed in the CST
Solution Competition 2007.

The basic policy of our algorithm is to prioritize avoidance
of car collision. Our algorithm is based on two restrictions.
The first restriction is called zone restriction [8], [9]. This
restriction is used to assign a hall call to a car dealing with
a zone which includes higher floor among the start floor and
destination floor of the hall call. The second restriction is
called direction restriction. There are two kinds of car colli-
sions: the head-on collision and the rear-end collision. The
head-on collision can be avoided by synchronizing direction
of all car moving. On the other hand, the easiest method of
avoiding the rear-end collision is to stop backward cars until
rear-end collisions disappear most probably. The outline of
our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 and in the following.

Step 1: Assign hall calls to cars according to the following.

1-1◦ Select candidate cars for a hall call according to zone
restriction and direction restriction.

Figure 2. The flow chart of our algorithm

1-2◦ Decide a car to assign from candidate cars according to
the evaluated value, which will be described later.

Step 2: Move cars which have not any assignments to each
home position and reverse directions of the cars. The home
position of each car is decided according to its zone.

Step 3: Stop backward cars to avoid the collision if rear-end
collision likely occurs in the future.

In 1-1◦, candidate cars are selected based on the two re-
strictions. The second restriction is based on two concepts:
call-direction and car-direction. The call-direction of a hall
call means the direction from the start floor to the destination
floor. The car-direction of a car means the movable direction.
Under this second restriction, a hall call is assigned to a car
only when the call-direction is the same as the car-direction.
As a result, a head-on collision is completely excluded in this
way.

In 1-2◦, a car is selected from candidate cars according to
1-1◦ and a hall call is assigned to the car. The selection is
based on an evaluated value evlk of a car cark. A hall call is
assigned to the car with the minimum evaluated value. cark

is calculated according to the following expression.

evlk = Wait(Ck ∪ {x}) − Wait(Ck)

Here, Ck is a set of hall calls which have been assigned to
cark but not been served yet. Moreover, Wait(Ck) is the
total estimated waiting time of cark and x is a hall call which
is ready to be assigned to cark. The evaluated value evlk
shows delay of the total estimated waiting time of cark when
call x is assigned to cark. If evlk is small enough, then the
assignment of x to cark would give little influence on waiting
time of cark.
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In step 2, cars, to which no hall calls have been assigned,
are moved to each home position first.

When direction of a car is Up, its home position is the bot-
tom floor of this car’s zone. And the car is moved to its home
position if a virtual current floor of the car is more below than
the home position. Note that the virtual current floor means
the nearest floor where the car can stop. When direction of a
car is Down, the car is moved to its garage floor (or a termi-
nal floor if the car is the highest). In other words, the home
position is the garage floor (or the terminal floor).

Next, directions of the cars are reversed according to the
following. Because all of car-direction in a shaft are synchro-
nized based on the direction restriction, all of car-directions
have to be reversed before assigning calls which have the
counter direction to the cars.

Reversing from Up to Down: When the following three
conditions are satisfied, car-direction of cark is reversed from
Up to Down: (i) cark exists at above than the bottom floor of
cark’s zone; (ii) the car has not been assigned any calls; (iii)
direction of its right under car is Down.

Reversing from Down to Up: When the highest car in a
shaft stays at the terminal floor, car-direction of all car are
reversed from Down to Up.

In step 3, backward cars are stopped if rear-end collisions
may probably occur in the future. This technique is called
safety restriction. The safety restriction is to forecast the pos-
sibility of collisions and to make backward cars stopping until
the possibility of collisions disappears. In other words, this
restriction makes car stopping until the safety on the mov-
ing direction of the car is confirmed completely. Specifically,
when a car begins moving or is moving, its safety restriction
at the next time is confirmed. If the condition of the next time
isn’t safe, then the car is stopped. For the safety confirmation,
the next stopping floor of a certain car (the marked car at the
following) and virtual current floor of a car which may col-
lide with the marked car are compared. If the next stopping
floor of a marked car goes ahead of the virtual current floor of
an anterior car, the marked car is stopped by assigned pseudo
call. When safety of car-direction is confirmed, the car begins
to move again.

Our algorithm is especially effective at Up-peak, because
the highest car in a shaft is moved to the terminal floor when-
ever car-direction is reversed from Down to Up.

4. Simulation Results

To evaluate our algorithm, we have compared the average
service completion time of MCE and SCE under Up-peak,
Down-peak, Special floor and Ordinary traffic patterns. The
MCEs (3S2C30F and 3S3C30F ) adopt our algorithm, and
the SCEs (5S1C30F , 6S1C30F , and 9S1C30F ) adopt as-
signment of selection car at random.

Figure 3 shows the results in Up-peak. In the figure, the
horizontal axis and the vertical axis mean the rate of occurring
hall calls (hall call rate, for short) and the average service
completion time, respectively. MCE 3S2C which is applied
our algorithm to gets worse drastically on hall call rate about

80. We call this rate turning rate. Figure 4 shows the results in
Down-peak. Turning rate of MCE 3S2C is about 60. Figure
6 shows the results in Ordinary. Turning rate of MCE 3S2C
is about 80. Our algorithm is more efficient in Up-peak and
Ordinary than in Down-peak from these results.

Next, we compared MCE 3S2C with MCE 3S3C. In Up-
peak, there is not turning rate of MCE 3S3C within 100. In
Down-peak, turning rate of MCE 3S3C is about 90. In Or-
dinary, there is not turning rate of MCE 3S3C within 100. If
we increase cars in MCE, MCE’s performance is improved
generally.

We compared the MCEs with SCEs. In Up-Peak, MCE
3S2C is more efficient than 5S1C, and 3S3C is much better
than 6S1C when hall call rate is large. 3S3C does not reach
9S1C although 3S3C has the same number of cars as 9S1C.
In Down-peak, 3S2C is not over 5S1C though hall call rate
is large. As well as 3S3C is not over 6S1C. So, in Down-
peak, our algorithm of MCE is not as effective as in Up-peak.
Figure 5 shows results in Special Floor. Special floor is set
20 floor. MCEs are inferior than SCEs. Both of 3S2C and
3S3C don’t reach 5S1C. This result is the worst among 4
call patterns. So, our algorithm is incompatible with Special
Floor. In Ordinary, 3S2C reaches between 5S1C and 6S1C
when hall call rate is large. And 3S3C is better than 6S1C
finally.

Our evaluation results show the following.
• Our algorithm is effective in Up-peak, Ordinary.
• The MCEs which are applied our algorithm to are more

efficient than the SCEs when hall call rate is large.
• If we increase the number of cars in MCE, MCE’s trans-

portations are improved generally.
In any call pattern, 3S3C does not reach 9S1C although

3S3C has the car of the same number as 9S1C. In Up-Peak
and Ordinary, 3S2C is over than 5S1C, and 3S3C is over
than 6S1C when hall call rate is large. In Down-Peak, 3S3C
catch up with 6S1C finally. In these cases, we cut down the
number of shafts with remaining performance by using our
algorithm.

Our algorithm is not efficient when hall call rate is small.
When car is not assigned hall calls to, we move cars to home
position for avoidance of the collision in future. But, this ac-
tion may adversely affect performance. Because, if avoidance
of the collision don’t occur, moving cars to home position will
be wasted action. So, if we move cars to home position only
at need, MCE’s performance may be improved. Under our
algorithm, cars in one shaft move only at the same direction
for avoidance of the head-on collision. If a car faces another
but the distance between them is long, the collision may not
occur. This restriction may adversely affect performance. If
we adopt more flexible restriction rules, MCE’s performance
will be better.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have formalized MCE group control as a
problem, and have proposed an algorithm as a solution of this
problem.

The basic policy of our algorithm is to prioritize avoid-
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Figure 3. 30 floor．Up-peak.
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Figure 4. 30 floor．Down-peak.

ance of car collision. Hall calls are assigned to cars by two
restriction which are the zone restriction and the direction re-
striction. We have evaluated our algorithm of MCE group
controller by comparing with SCE and considered feature of
our algorithm. Our algorithm prioritize avoidance of car col-
lision. On the other hand, performance is not good when hall
call rate is small. This reason is that the restrictions are too
hard. As the future works, we need to improve performance
when hall call rate is light, and adopt more flexible restric-
tions.
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